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Using (19), HDS averaged over all possible orien- 
tations of a given defect configuration can be written as 

1 IHD s ---- exp [ih.x(k)] Y ~'v 7z. (20) 
k v=l 

zc v represent the five independent parameters in the 
tensor PuPkt, which is an average over the product of 
dipole force tensors p. y, can be calculated from the 
elastic constants and the direction of q and h.* 

In order to compute HDS using (16), we require 
Kanzaki forces due to the defect, the dynamical matrix 
and the perfect-lattice Green functions for zinc. Since 
the interstitial in zinc has a large relaxation volume (3.6 
atomic volumes), the defect forces are expected to be 
long range. Kanzaki forces, extending up to the third 
neighbour around the defect, were calculated using the 
experimental values of the force dipole tensor (Ehrhart 
et aI., 1979).* We computed the dynamical matrix and 
the lattice Green functions for zinc (Khanna, 1982) 
using a modified axially symmetric force constant 
model due to Dewames et al. (1965). 

For the sake of comparison, the HDS was computed 
for the O, T and S c configurations near the 002 
reflection in the [001] direction. Since the experimental 
value of dipole force tensor was used for the com- 
putation, all of them yielded identical HDS close to 
Bragg peaks. This is to be expected since these defects 
have the same long-range symmetry. The computed 
HDS also showed the expected 1/q 2 behaviour very 
close to Bragg peaks. 

* A list of y~ for some high-symmetry reflections and directions 
and specific forms of rr and a table containing general expressions 
for the dipole force tensor components have been deposited with the 
British Library Lending Division as Supplementary Publication No. 
SUP 36990 (4 pp.). Copies may be obtained through The Executive 
Secretary, International Union of Crystallography, 5 Abbey 
Square, Chester CH 1 2HU, England. 

From elasticity theory, the HDS close to a 002 
reflection in the [001] direction is 

IHDs=C[ f ~  ~ exp [ih. x(k)] [ 2 (~)2 p23C23 (21) 

Substituting the computed value of IHDS for a given P33 
in (21) we get C33 = 67.8 GN m -2. This is exactly the 
value quoted by Dewames et al. (1965) based on their 
atomic force constants. Thus the general theory valid 
over the entire q space correctly predicts the Huang 
diffuse scattering close to Bragg peaks. 
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Abstract 

Refinements leading to accurate structural parameters 
are possible by using the measured data F 2 of a twinned 
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crystal with exactly superimposed reciprocal lattices 
and accumulating the sum for the n twin domains, 
~ ai I kFci 12, of the calculated squared structure factors, 
[kFci 12, weighted according to the fractional contri- 
bution a I of twin i to the total squared structure factor 
IkFc 12. The derivatives with respect to structural 
parameters and the overall scale factor (k) may be 
© 1982 International Union of Crystallography 
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accumulated similarly. The (n - 1) independent ct~ 
should also be refined; here the derivatives are of the 
form CO lkF~I2/COa i = I kfci l2 _ i k f c  hI2 since % = 
1 -- ~7-1 ar These procedures have been incorporated 
into a standard least-squares program for the suc- 
cessful refinement of the low-temperature structure of 
Ni(en)3SO 4. Two domain systems with partial overlap 
of reciprocal lattices may also be handled. 

Introduction 

Two approaches exist for the utilization of data from 
twinned crystals where some or all of the measured 
intensities may be expressed as 

F 2 =  a iF2oi+ 1- -  Y (~i F2n, (1) 
i i 

where the al is the independent fractional volume 
component of the twin and where there are n twin 
components of which n - 1 are independent. In the first 
approach, the diffraction data are detwinned to provide 
a set of observations free from the contributions of the 
minor components. Methods for estimating the twin- 
ning parameter, o., in a two-component system, including 
cases where the reciprocal lattices are completely 
superimposable, have been described (Britton, 1972; 
Murray-Rust, 1973). However, this approach, which is 
the one usually adopted, has several serious deficien- 
cies. The covariance of this parameter with other 
structural parameters is ignored. A more serious 
deficiency lies in the propagation of errors as described 
in detail by Grainger (1969). The error of a component 
('detwinned') intensity cannot be less than the error of 
the measured intensity. Unless the twinning parameter 
ct is quite large (~0.75), poor agreement between 
observed and calculated structure factors and resultant 
low precision are ineluctable. Thirdly, as a approaches 
a value of 0.5, separation of the intensity components 
becomes impossible as the pairs of simultaneous 
equations become degenerate. 

In the second approach, the data are used as 
measured. The combined squared structure factor, F 2, 
is calculated as indicated in (1). In a similar manner the 
derivatives for the pj structural parameters including 
the overall scale factor k, 

klFcl2 n-l~ 0 
(ctilkrci 12) 

c o p j  - 

] + - -  1 - ct I kFcnl 2 (2) 
COPj i ' 

and the derivatives for the a i twin factors, 

co l k F c 12 co CO 
CO-------m - coct-----~i (ailkFci 12) + -~a i ( -a i lkFcnl2) ,  

i =  1 . . . . .  n -  1, (3) 

may be accumulated in a manner analogous to that 
employed by Pratt, Coyle & Ibers (1971) for the 
specific case of n = 2. As (3) manifests, the method 
adopted by Grainger (1969) and Grainger & McCon- 
nell (1969 and references therein to the work of 
Kennicott) of refining for each twin component a 
separate scale factor is not rigorously correct since 
these scale factors are not strictly separable. However, 
this method works in much the same way that two 
occupancies fl and y, where y = 1 - ,6, can be 
successfully refined such that refined values for fl and ), 
do indeed equal unity within the estimated standard 
deviations. 

Hawthorne (1974) has reported an alternative 
method, that of transforming atomic parameters rather 
than structure-factor indices as adopted by Grainger 
(1969), in order to generate the components of the 
twinned crystal. In addition to the greater conceptual 
difficulties posed by transforming atomic parameters, 
particularly for trigonal systems, the simple incor- 
poration of the linear constraints into least-squares 
refinements using the programs suggested would lead to 
refinement of a disordered structure [the left-hand term 
in (4)] and not of a twinned one [the right hand term in 
(4)]; 

{~ a t o m s  ) 2 
Bt Y" f j e x p ( - - T F ) e x p [ - - 2 r d ( h x j  + ky~ +/z})]  

l j 

atoms 
~: ~ ct i f j  exp ( -  TF)  t 

x exp[-27~i(hxJ + kyj + lzj)]} 2 (4) 

(n: the number of atom parameter sets corresponding 
to n twin or disorder components; xJ, y}, z}: coordinates 
of atom j in atom parameter set i; TF: temperature 
factor; fit: left-hand side of (4) occupancy parameter 
for atoms of set i). 

Here we wish to report the incorporation of general 
procedures allowing mathematically rigorous refine- 
ment of twinning parameters into the Northwestern 
(Waters & Ibers, 1977) and Ziirich Universities' 
version of the Oak Ridge least-squares refinement 
program O R F L S .  This method has been demonstrated 
with the accurate determination of the structure of 
tris(ethylenediamine)nickel(II) sulphate at 113 K using 
diffractometer data from a twinned crystal with 
near-perfectly superimposed reciprocal lattices 
(Jameson, Schneider, Dubler & Oswald, 1982). 

Results and discussion 

P r o g r a m  modif icat ion 

Fig. 1 (a) illustrates the flow diagram for a standard 
least-squares program. Fig. l(b) shows the modified 
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Unmodified Program 

Calling program Subroutines 

r 

- - R E A D :  h,k,l ,F 2 . . . .  ] 
I" , _  

(--Modify a 2 for 
weighting) 

(--Take V/F2 o) 
(--Reject F2o) 

--Calculate F~ 
--Calculate 

derivatives 
O,FcI2/~pj 

--Modify derivatives 
with respect to 
structural 
parameters 

. I 
I -  

--Build up least-squares ] 
matrix 

. I 

Modified Program 

Subroutines Calling program Subroutines 

T 
r 

--READ: Matrix for generating twin indices [ 
--READ: NTWIN components a~, ~ . . . .  aNrw~ N 

!--READ .... [ 

(--Modify a 2 for weighting) 
(--Take v/F2o not applicable if twinning) 
(--Reject F~) 

--COUNT = 1 
IFcl 2 = 0; OIFcl21Op/= 0 

I 

--Generate indices --Calculate component, ail Fcll 2 
for next component --Calculate derivatives, 

Oat l Fctl 2/Op.j, Sa t I Fctl 2/Oao 

--dAe c iCv u tmiUleast e 0 co IFapO n/e~pli; and 

Fc 2 = Fc 2 + atlFctl 2, OIFcI~/Opj = 
O I Fcl 2/Op 1 + Oat lFal I/Op t 

[ - - C O U N T = C O U N T + I  [ ~ 

NO 

--Modify derivatives with respect to a t 
01F. I 2/r0al= I/~etl 2 -  IFcnl2 
(--~lodify other derivatives with respect to 

structural parameters Pt, e.g. thermal 
parameter constraints) 

--Build up least-squares ] 
matrix 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram illustrating the paths followed in the refinement of (a) non-twinned and (b) twinned (accumulated components) 
structures. Entries in parentheses are optional depending upon the type of refinement in the absence of twinning, e.g. weighting scheme, 
symmetry constraints on thermal and/or atomic parameters. The case of only partially overlapped data is not illustrated. The scale 
factor k is omitted for clarity. 
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path of the calculations should consideration of 
twinning be desired. A two-domain system with 
partially overlapping reciprocal lattices can also be 
accommodated if a mathematical relationship separat- 
ing composite from non-composite reflections can be 
defined.* Thus with minimal modification to the calling 
program and its main subroutines, we were able to test 
various twinning laws. This was particularly useful in 
finding the twinning law for the data collected from a 
crystal of [Ni(en)3][SO 4] at low temperature (Jameson 
et al., 1982). In particular, with an eye to the cupric 
analogue (Bertini, Dapporto,  Gatteschi & Scozzafava, 
1979), we were able to test and reject various triclinic 
trillings_involving three 120 ° rotations to give an 
overall 3 diffraction symmetry. 

With the exception of one structure where it was 
assumed and fixed that a~ = o. 2 = 0.5 (Wei, 1969), 
there appears to be only one other structure success- 
fully solved and refined where the twin ratio is less 
disparate than about 0 .65 :0 .35  (Pratt, Coyle & Ibers, 
1971). 

Comparison with refinements using detwinned data 

It was decided to examine the results of refinements 
using detwinned data - the data  were detwinned 
(Britton, 1972), 

o.F2(hkl) - (1 - ct)F2(khl) 
F2(hkl) = 

2 t~-  1 

(1 -- ~) F2(hkl) - curr2(khl) 
F2(khl) = 

1 - 2 ~  

using the refined value for the twinning parameter  
[0.5663 (1)]. Table 1 illustrates the undesirability of 
this process. Refinements were markedly less stable 
(see Table 2) with oscillating behaviour (shifts of up to 
0.9 of their e.s.d.'s) being observed at convergence; 
hydrogen atoms were even more affected. 

It may be noted that early refinements of  the 
structures, ignoring twinning, also lead to the same 
basic structure. Electron density maps did of course 
contain ghosts of sulphate groups at nickel sites and 
vice versa as well as enormous positive and negative 
peaks along the z axis. Given proper refinement 
techniques, data  from a twinned crystal need not lead 

* Additional details of this and other programming aspects have 
been deposited with the British Library Lending Division as 
Supplementary Publication No. SUP 38017 (3 pp.). Copies may be 
obtained through The Executive Secretary, International Union of 
Crystallography, 5 Abbey Square, Chester CH 1 2HU, England. 

Table 1. Error generation involved in detwinning data 
for  selected reflections (F  2) 

Composite reflections Detwinned reflection 

h k l Obs* Calc %Diff 'Obs' Calc %Diff 
2 0 - 6  346 (16) 335 3.2 637 591 7.2 
0 2 - 6  254 (12) 257 -1.2 -40 2 105. 
5 -2  2 1262 (52) 1256 0.05 2287  2212 3-3 

-2  5 2 948 (39) 963 -1.6 -77 8 ll0. 
1 0 8 1017 (43) 1029 1-3 1872 1816 3-0 
0 l 8 754 (32) 788 --4.5 -102 0 100. 

* Estimated standard deviation in F 2 in parentheses is given by 
a 2 = tr 2 (counting) + (0.041) 2, where I is the raw intensity 
corrected only for background scattering. The twinning ratio used 
was 0.5663 (1):0.4337. 

Table 2. Comparison o f  refinement methods for  
Ni(en)3SO4 

Detwinned data Unmodified data 
R(F2), Rw(F 2) including 0.130, 0.077* 0.043, 0.064 

Fo 2 <0 
Number of data 1282 1353 
Number of variables 79 80 
Behaviour at Strongly Stable 

convergence oscillatory 
Mean shift/error 0.369 0.110 (non-H atoms) 

1.765 0.595 (H atoms) 

* Unit weights. 

to an imprecise, inaccurate crystal-structure 
determination. 

The encouragement of Professor H.~ R. Oswald and 
the support of the Swiss National Science Foundation 
(project no. 2.425-0.79) are gratefully acknowledged. 
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